Departure Check-List
We are really proud of our cabin and we work very hard to keep it in excellent condition. Ultimately we ask
that all our guests leave the Mulhurst Bay Chalet in the condition that you find it.
We will ensure bathrooms, bedding and linens/towels are laundered for the next guests. If however you are
looking for wet cleaning supplies (Windex, Fantastic, VIM, etc.) there is a bin of these supplies on the shelf
in the laundry room.
Cabin Check-out / To-do List:
9 Close all windows
9 Put cover on BBQ
9 Turn off all lights
9 [Winter only] - Turn heat thermostat down – 18 degrees C.
9 Close deck umbrella
9 Close all blinds
9 Lock all doors (patio door and balcony doors in Getaway; balcony door in Chalet)
9 Ensure fire is completely extinguished and that grill is placed back on fire pit
9 Bag all garbage and take to the outside street-front garbage bin
9 Leave bed sheets on bed for us to launder
9 Hang any wet towels over shower doors to dry; we will launder them
9 If necessary, please wipe up any obvious sticky spills/drips in kitchen.
For example:
-food spills on shelves in pantry
-backsplash
-food leaks or spills in fridge & freezer after removing food
-food splatters in microwave
-any stove top spills
-all kitchen counter tops, kitchen table, deck table
-ensure any dirty dishes are cleaned or are in the dishwasher with the cycle complete.
9 For sand that is tracked in, of if there is a broken glass, etc. the built-in vacuum is in the laundry
room closet.
9 Any wet floor spot cleaning can be done with the white rags (Chalet: found under antique stove in
kitchen. Getaway: found under kitchen sink cupboard).
Thank you for leaving the Mulhurst Bay Chalet in the condition that you found it.
By following the checklist above, we can continue to offer this great cabin at our reasonable prices.
Please note: Incomplete cleaning as listed above will result in a deduction from the
cleaning/damage deposit at $35/hr.

